Closing arguments in Rita trial to be held today

By DAVE TYLER

Defense attorney Charles Asher concluded his case this morning by saying that Rita must have waited one more day to avoid having to go before the jury.

News Editor

When one met with any criminal proceedings result from these cases, the leaders need to address the crime issue and their effect on the island.

When one met with any criminal proceedings result from these cases, the leaders need to address the crime issue and their effect on the island.

Two suspects were arrested in the Eck Tennis Pavilion assaults which occurred in September, announced Director of Notre Dame Security Rex Bhue.

Charles K. O'Hara III, 19, of Mishawaka and Jonathan Hoffer, 19, also of Mishawaka were arrested Sunday after they confessed to the attacks during police questioning, Rakow said. They were each charged with two counts of class B felony robbery and one count of class C felony robbery.

The assaults happened in the middle of September, on the 6th, the 20th and the 29th, near the Eck Pavilion. In one separate incidents, lone male walk-ers were approached by two men who took their belongings. In one incident, a student saw the man look as if he had a gun sting. In another incident, a fourth person, a student, was assaulted when he came to the aid of another student.

The area is frequently used as a short cut by many off-campus students and some of the groups, pose an especially difficult problem for government officials, he said. Malloy visited the Mustard Seed Project in the heart of Kingston. It was established by a Jamaican diocesan priest to help combat the problems of the inner city. The organization offers a wide variety of services, such as food and education programs, and self help projects, according to Malloy.

Malloy said he did not realize something serious may have happened. The front seat passenger pointed out cracks in the windshield and suggested that Rita pulled the car over. Rita denied Barnes' contention that Rita was attempting to avoid responsibility and evade police by driving the loop that he did, instead of pulling his vehicle off the highway.

When he finally pulled the car over in a parking lot on Grape Road in Mishawaka, Rita said he had a stun gun. In another instance, a woman claimed to have seen the windshield "not being," said Rita. "I had no clue as to what the sound was," he said, and he saw nothing above the ground to indicate what the sound was. Rita said he did not realize something serious may have happened. The front seat passenger pointed out cracks in the windshield and suggested that Rita pulled the car over. Rita denied Barnes' contention that Rita was attempting to avoid responsibility and evade police by driving the loop that he did, instead of pulling his vehicle off the highway.

When he finally pulled the car over in a parking lot on Grape Road in Mishawaka, Rita said he had a stun gun. In another instance, a woman claimed to have seen the windshield "not being," said Rita. "I had no clue as to what the sound was," he said, and he saw nothing above the ground to indicate what the sound was. Rita said he did not realize something serious may have happened. The front seat passenger pointed out cracks in the windshield and suggested that Rita pulled the car over. Rita denied Barnes' contention that Rita was attempting to avoid responsibility and evade police by driving the loop that he did, instead of pulling his vehicle off the highway.

When he finally pulled the car over in a parking lot on Grape Road in Mishawaka, Rita said he had a stun gun. In another instance, a woman claimed to have seen the windshield "not being," said Rita. "I had no clue as to what the sound was," he said, and he saw nothing above the ground to indicate what the sound was. Rita said he did not realize something serious may have happened. The front seat passenger pointed out cracks in the windshield and suggested that Rita pulled the car over. Rita denied Barnes' contention that Rita was attempting to avoid responsibility and evade police by driving the loop that he did, instead of pulling his vehicle off the highway.
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**Will the porch light still be on tomorrow?**

"There is one thing, and that is to vote. . . ."

—Abigail Adams

To cast ballots in the upcoming election, you must register to vote by 5 p.m. Nov. 8. If you haven't yet declared in which political party you'll vote, you'll need to register as an independent. Otherwise, you can't vote in primaries.

The observer (USPS 599 2-4000) is published Monday through Friday. We conquer this by voting according to our conscience and discussing with our neighbors, who soon will be confronting the rest of the nation.

**Subscription Information**

We are insistent upon our responsiblities being the Super Power at a personal, individual level—and, for the most part, we are not willing to accept that responsibility. Pretty shocking for those who have worked to encourage collective movement in some not so American affairs, by lapses of morality. How many more mothers and fathers who murder their children will it take for us to realize the cost to our society? Which created it. Sure their collective cost to the taxpayers [is] worth embracing for the 21st century. 
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**THE WORLD AT A GLANCE**

Jews and Muslims criticize security measures at Hebron

Hebron, West Bank

Separated by a steel wall and dozens of soldiers, Jews once again swayed in prayer shawls and Muslims knelt in worship Monday at the Tomb of the Patriarchs. Members of both faiths were wary about security arrangements imposed at the holy site, reopening eight months after a Brooklyn-born Jewish settler, Baruch Goldstein, shot 29 Muslims to death as they knelt in prayer. Jews were allowed to use the crypts of Abraham and Jacob while the Muslims were assigned the large Isaiah metal detectors, closed circuit TV and separate walkways and washrooms were installed in an attempt to avoid confrontations, but they only appeared to be aggravating tensions. Muslims complained the security measures cut up their mosque and forced them to pass through too many security checks. Jews said they lost the cave's holiest space, and protested the affront to their spiritual feeling for the entire burial site of their forefathers.

Both sides regard Abraham, called Ibrahim by Muslims, as a major prophet of their religions. "This spells ghetto for us because of the separation," said Efrain Princess, 25, a devout Jewish settler in Kiryat Arba, just outside Hebron.

Dozens of Jews braved rain and temperatures in the 40s to visit the site, pausing at the cry of Abraham to pray their prayers. Occasionally they hurled rocks at Muslims as they carried aloft the Torah, the Jewish holy book.

Muslims were more hesitant, either intimidated by the hundreds of Israeli soldiers on Hebron's streets or boycotting the prayers to protest the security measures. Their numbers increased gradually during each of the five daily prayers.

Gingrich defends campaign tactics

Newt Gingrich came under fire Monday for using the South Carolina child-murder case to urge voters to back GOP candidates. The House Republican whip, asked by two elementary school teachers why he had tried to use the issue of the Union, S.C., mother who confessed to drowning her two sons, insisted that his comments had been taken out of context and distorted by the media. Gingrich said he wasn't trying to link the slayings to domestic policies. He simply was using that case as an example of why "we have to have very deep, very big changes." During an interview with The Associated Press, Gingrich said he asked how the campaign was going in the final week. "Slightly more moving our way," he replied.

Sears gives up tower in refinancing

The world's tallest building is getting a new owner.

Sears, Roebuck and Co. said Monday it will transfer ownership of the 110-story Sears Tower to a pension fund partnership managed by Boston-based Aldrich, Eastman & Walch to reduce debt by $850 million, Sears said. Sears will receive a $195 million gain, after taxes, in the fourth quarter as a result of the transaction.

**INDIANA WEATHER**

**Tuesday, Nov. 8**

**Acme Weather® forecast for sunrise conditions and high temperatures**

**NATIONAL WEATHER**

**The Accu-Weather® forecast for noon, Tuesday, Nov. 8**

**Lines separate high temperature zones for the day.**
BOG key to student government success
President Praises Efforts of Board

By LAURA FERGUSON

President praises efforts of Board toward a common goal.

"It's not easy to get the ball rolling but I must remember that board members are students first," said El-Ganzouri. "We want to compliment BOG on their efforts." She continued, "I am very pleased at the intelligence of the students and that they are listening to what's going on and doing research. We are not just a group talking about our own things, we pull together to address student interests," said El-Ganzouri.

Susan Osinski, executive secretary for BOG, agreed that the board was getting a lot accomplished this year and that there were more involved people this year.

"As long as we have a plan to follow things run smoothly because if we have an objective we are more productive," said Osinski. "This year we have been even more productive than I anticipated."

What is an Urban Plunge?

- 48 hour experience in an inner city of your choice
- During the week of January 3 - 10 th (dates are chosen by the host site)
- See soup kitchens, shelters, welfare agencies, etc.
- Talk to homeless people
- Meet others who are trying to make life better for people of poverty

Registration Deadline: Nov 11

Orienteering: November 20th 4 - 6 PM

Follow-up Meeting: January 22

6:30 - 8:00 PM

Registrations available at the Center for Social Concerns and Campus Ministry - LIND

Campus Ministry, Justice Education Office and Multicultural Offices - SMC

Schools Series. The visiting writers series, according to Sayers, is trying to bring in more writers and artists to campus. And She hopes students can "get a feel" for what graduates of the program are doing. Sayers also hopes the readings will appeal to those readers who just love fiction, these readings provide those people an opportunity to see and meet with authors from across the country.

Three MBA students capture PNC Challenge

By MELISSA HARRAKA

Three MBA students have been awarded residencies from the PNC Bank. They were permitted to refine their work and were presented with an award for their efforts. Among the students who were awarded residencies were members Andrea Eddington, Brian Moore, and Disko Schickling. A three-page executive summary of the their work was presented to the BOG.

The students were given a week to do industry research and market and financial scenarios. After a three-page executive summary and letter to the bank customer stating whether they accepted or denied the loan and why. After placing first out of eight Notre Dame teams, Edington, Moore, and Schickling earned the right to compete in Pittsburgh. They were accompanied by their advisor, Associate Professor of finance and business economics John Halloran.

In Pittsburgh, the Notre Dame team presented their presentation to the BOG committee and were permitted to refine and revise for the national competition, but they were not allowed to alter their work.

The loan committee at Pittsburg judged the teams on the depth of their research, their analysis of the case and why they accepted or rejected the loan.

"The challenge is effective in putting students on a real-life banking situation," Director of M.B.A. Career Development Joyce Mathay said.

"There is also a lot of marketing and selling involved because everyone basically comes up with the same ratios," Moore said.

According to Professor Halloran, winning the PNC Bank Challenge is important for these students because it is a "prestigious competition and there are a lot of good schools that participate."

The context is widely known among employers as well, and therefore provides the students with great exposure in the job market.

"It shows initiative that you will take ownership of what you're required to do because participation is voluntary. It shows employers that you can work well in a team, and that you can have the chance to meet one on one with a working writer."

Sayers said Henry Weinfield, assistant professor of finance, was able to give some insights to these students, she said.

Tonight's readings are sponsored by the Paul M. and Barbara Henkels Visiting Writers Series. The visiting writers, according to Sayers, is trying to bring in more writers and artists to campus. And She hopes students can "get a feel" for what graduates of the program are doing. Sayers also hopes the readings will appeal to those readers who just love fiction, these readings provide those people an opportunity to see and meet with authors from across the country.

The series looks upon the series as an extension of the program.

The morning after their talks, Neville and Lieu will meet with' students at the PNC Bank. It is extremely useful for graduate students because they are torn between journalism and fiction. Neville is obviously able to give some insights to these students, she said.

As part of the creative writing program, describes Neville as "a literary writer."

Neville, who has written a number of recent essays, often focuses on the Midwest. Included in her work is a piece written on John Cougar Mellencamp.

"It's not easy to get the ball rolling but I must remember that board members are students first," said El-Ganzouri. "We want to compliment BOG on their efforts." She continued, "I am very pleased at the intelligence of the students and that they are listening to what's going on and doing research. We are not just a group talking about our own things, we pull together to address student interests," said El-Ganzouri.

Susan Osinski, executive secretary for BOG, agreed that the board was getting a lot accomplished this year and that there were more involved people this year.

"As long as we have a plan to follow things run smoothly because if we have an objective we are more productive," said Osinski. "This year we have been even more productive than I anticipated."

What is an Urban Plunge?

- 48 hour experience in an inner city of your choice
- During the week of January 3 - 10 th (dates are chosen by the host site)
- See soup kitchens, shelters, welfare agencies, etc.
- Talk to homeless people
- Meet others who are trying to make life better for people of poverty

Registration Deadline: Nov. 11

Orienteering: November 20th 4 - 6 PM

Follow-up Meeting: January 22

6:30 - 8:00 PM

Registrations available at the Center for Social Concerns and Campus Ministry - LIND

Campus Ministry, Justice Education Office and Multicultural Offices - SMC

The Office of HCC

An interesting stylist, Sayers says Neville is concerned with narrative voice and often turns her students in this direction. "In a startling way," Neville has been awarded residencies from the PNC Bank, the Sharon Foundation, and the Bread Loaf Writers Conference.

"I want to compliment BOG on their efforts," she continued. "I am very pleased at the intelligence of the students and that they are listening to what's going on and doing research. We are not just a group talking about our own things, we pull together to address student interests," said El-Ganzouri.

Susan Osinski, executive secretary for BOG, agreed that the board was getting a lot accomplished this year and that there were more involved people this year.

"As long as we have a plan to follow things run smoothly because if we have an objective we are more productive," said Osinski. "This year we have been even more productive than I anticipated."
at one time, English is spoken, but it is falling out of favor and the use of the colloquial patois is increasing. Although only 10% of the island is Catholic, many families send their children to the Catholic schools because the better schools are run under Catholic auspices, according to Malloy.

Malloy had an opportunity to visit the three Catholic high schools that are presently employing four recent graduates of the University of Notre Dame. His visit allowed him not only to observe the work the volunteers are doing but to let them know that the university is interested in what they are doing and cares about their success.

The students are upset about what they are doing and in turn the schools have been receptive to the students, according to Malloy. "They sense that they are doing something important," said Malloy.

There is a hope to combine the teaching program with service in the Mustard Seed Project or similar service programs in the future.

Increasing the visibility of the student volunteers was a good opportunity to bring members of the Notre Dame community together, he said. It was a chance to increase local networking and to mobilize the community, according to Malloy.

"The infusion of young, energetic people helps mobilize the club as a whole," said Malloy.

---

If you see news happening, call The Observer

University of Notre Dame International Study Program in

ANGERS, FRANCE

1995 - 96 Academic Year

French Food And Families

FEAST OR FAMINE

With

Professor Paul McDowell

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 8, 1994

6:30 P.M.

ROOM 115 O'Shaughnessy

Returning students will be on hand to answer questions

---

**At Last, Term Life at Rates You Can Live With.**

When it comes to protecting the financial security of your family or business, term life insurance is one of the best investments you can make. Take a moment to compare these rates with what you are paying now. If your current rates are too high, give us a call. Because we represent several national insurance companies, we are confident we can find the best life insurance value for you.

**How Much Coverage Do You Need?**

Perhaps you feel you need more life insurance, but you are unsure as to how much coverage you should have. Call the Healy Company. We'll help you calculate the proper amount of coverage required to meet the needs of your family or business. We'll also help you structure your life insurance program to avoid paying unnecessary taxes on the proceeds.

---

**SUB Presents: a concert lecture that takes a look at women in society through traditional Anglo& Afro -American folksongs**

---

**SUB Presents:**

**Robbie**

**Tonight!**

8 p.m.

LaFun Ballroom

Tix available at Lafun Info desk and at the door

**Tix $2**

---

**The Observer • NEWS**
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Election eve promises changes in House, Senate

Va. Senate race bitter to the finish
By DAVID ESPO Associated Press

Locked in a race as close and combative as any in the nation, Virginia Democratic Sen. Charles Robb and Republican Oliver North neared the finish line Monday in one of a handful of contests likely to determine control of the Senate.

At a noontime rally with Vice President Al Gore at his side, Robb attacked North and his conservative crusade. "We reject his contempt for the Constitution and the rule of law."

North, the key figure in the Iran-Contra arms-for-hostages scandal, forecast his own narrow victory. "Turn out and vote," he said at a midday rally in Roanoke. "That's what's going to make the difference."

Whatever the outcome in Virginia, Republicans appeared poised for strong gains in the Senate as they aimed for their first majority since 1986. Democrats control the current Senate, 56-44.

GOP leaders were enthusiastic; they would pick up the seven seats they needed to take control, focusing their attention on nine open races and strong contests against Democratic incumbents Jim Sasser in Tennessee, Harris Wofford in Pennsylvania and Bob Kerrey in Nebraska.

In powerful testimony to the strength of the Republican drive to control the House, eastern Washington voters are considering backing House Speaker Tom Foley, the chamber's most powerful member, for a freshman Republican congressman.

Foley and Republican challenger George Nethercutt spent a frenzied final day electioneering Monday, at plant gates and on radio talk shows, in a race that epitomizes that changed nature of politics this year.

The race has become the key test for a national Republican strategy that invites voters to vote against Democrats to send a message of their unhappiness with Washington.

"Tom Foley is not just any congressman — he's the symbol of Congress," said Ben Sheiffer, House editor for the nonpartisan Cook Political Report.

David Carney, political director at the National Republican Senatorial Committee, predicted the GOP would win all the open seats and hold on to all its incumbents on the ballot. He said Republican challengers had a chance at toppling five or six Democratic incumbents.

"Turnout is going to be the key in many of our states whether we win or lose," said Democrat Don Foley.

Clinton blasts Republicans in final campaign swing
By LAWRENCE KNUTSON Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS

In an exhausting election-eve finale, President Clinton accused Republicans today of fuelling Lincoln's heritage and applying "the least common denominator.""I always thought my job was to work with anybody the people elected," he said.

Clinton denied he plans to campaign for reelection in 1996 as Harry S. Truman did in 1948 by speaking directly to voters.

On the other hand, he said that if Republicans continue to practice the politics of gridlock, "I do believe that the people will turn up the works need to be held more accountable."

Clinton's first Monday stop in Minneapolis is a return engagement on behalf of Minnesota Senate candidate Ann Wyna. He was speaking in Minn., Mich. in behalf of Rep. Bob Carr, who is also seeking an open Senate seat.

And in Delaware, he was helping state Atty. Gen. Charles M. Oberly III, 47, who is trying to unseat GOP Sen. William Roth, R-Del.

Delaware is one of the only states where Democrats believe they have a chance of ousting a GOP Senate veteran.
Rains wreak havoc on Europe

By PIERO VALSECCHI
Associated Press

ALBA, Italy

Territorial rains that slapped southern Europe all weekend and caused the worst flooding in 80 years let up today as residents wiped the mud from their homes and rescuers searched for survivors.

At least 63 people died, mostly in northern Italy's Piedmont region, during the deluge, which washed away bridges and highways and inundated France and Spain as well across the Mediterranean in Morocco, reports said.

The water submerged rich agricultural fields and cut off hundreds of villages. Nicole's international airport was struck by floodwaters and forced to close until today. Rain lightened today after 24 inches fell in less than three days over Piedmont, which borders France. The Liguria, Val d'Aosta and Lombardy regions also were hard-hit.

Schools, hotels and even a train opened their doors to the thousands of people rendered homeless. Many people were plucked from their rooftops by helicopters or rescued by motorboat.

Military authorities put the number of weather-related deaths in Italy at 40, the ANSA news agency said, though rescuers managed to reach 10 spookers trapped by flooding in a cave near Vicenza.

Premier Silvio Berlusconi's government, criticized for a late and inadequate response, promised emergency funds for the Piedmont. An emergency Cabinet meeting was scheduled for Tuesday.

Italian officials said an army of 20,000 firefighters, police and volunteers was deployed to handle the crisis.

Military authorities put the number of weather-related deaths in Italy at 40, the ANSA news agency said, though rescuers managed to reach 10 spookers trapped by flooding in a cave near Vicenza.

The worst flooding in northern Italy into a disaster area Sunday and killed at least 54 people across southern Europe and North Africa.

Surveys in France and Spain showed why these rooms are not being used. Installing cable, adding food variety and a possible theme to the Snack Bar, and "opening up the rooms" are a few suggestions vocalized by the students to create a more social atmosphere, according to Noha El-Hakim, student body president.

BOG approved the first Renovation Proposal of purchasing magazines students can sign out from Haggar front desk. The first subscriptions to be purchased will include Glamour, Time, Sports Illustrated, Ebony, and People. Students can sign out the magazines by simply leaving their I.D.'s and returning the magazine by midnight.

The Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra
Raymond Leppard, Conductor

Sunday, November 20, 1994
2:30 p.m.
O'Laughlin Auditorium
Saint Mary's College

Featuring the premiere of:
Symphony: Winter Lightning
composed by Jeffrey Jacob
commissioned by Saint Mary's College

Guest Artist: Jeffrey Jacob
Pianist-in-Residence Saint Mary's College

The Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra will also perform:
Brahms' Academic Festival Overture, Op. 80
Brahms' Symphony No. 1 in C Minor, Op. 68

For information about tickets, please call the Saint Mary's College Box Office at 284-4626.

Explore a world of endless possibility...

The North American Business Analyst Program

McKinsey & Company, Inc.

McKinsey & Company is looking for outstanding Notre Dame seniors to work as 2-year business analysts in our North American offices. Please join us for a presentation on our Business Analyst Program on Thursday, November 10, at 7:00 p.m., in the University Club. Current McKinsey business analysts will be available to answer your questions at an informal reception which will follow the presentation.

We look forward to meeting you.
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Fight 4184, Smith children cause reflection on life, death

Although I had a topic planned for today's article, I have decided to save it for another time. For in light of the allotted space to pay tribute to the today's article, I have decided to save cause reflection on life, death Smith.

Just a few nights earlier, we learned Just a few nights earlier, we learned

Although I had a topic planned for

Although I had a topic planned for

Although I had a topic planned for

Although I had a topic planned for

Although I had a topic planned for

Although I had a topic planned for

Although I had a topic planned for

Although I had a topic planned for...
Dear Editor:

I am responding to Brian Fitzpatrick’s column written on Oct. 21, supporting the administration’s denial of recognition of the gay and lesbian coalition on campus.

Fitzpatrick constructs his argument based on the right of a private institution to create its own policies. He argues that Notre Dame has no obligation to support “a lifestyle that Catholicism considers immoral.” At an educational institution, such as this one, the student organizations need not mirror the administration’s opinions, but rather should provide outlets for a diverse student body.

rather should provide outlets for a diverse student body. Currently, groups such as the Feminist Forum, or the Democratic Socialists of America, or the Baptist Student Union may not embody the same beliefs and positions that the Catholic Church maintains, yet these groups are granted college money. Notre Dame does recognize the importance of presenting different viewpoints, yet this reasoning has not applied to the gays and lesbians on campus.

Fitzpatrick also poses the argument that homosexuals should know of the atmosphere that they are immersing themselves in, before matriculating at Notre Dame. This point might be valid assuming that all gay and lesbian students recognized their homosexuality at the time they signed their acceptance letter. I would suspect there is a great need for an official gay and lesbian support group here, considering the potentially hostile attitude towards homosexuality. How can one sort through difficult personal issues when they cannot find the support they need among peers?

I believe that attitude and policy changes can only come from within any organization, and not from outside instigators. If students at a Catholic institution pressure their administrators to realign their views on homosexuality, they will not necessarily play a role initiating change on a larger scale. Obviously, change comes slower than a small, but why should we all merely acquiesce?

SHEILA BRENNAN
Graduate Student in American Studies
O’Hara Grace Graduate Residence

Fox deserves more than an O.J. spectacle

Dear Editor:

The death of Mara Fox is a tragedy and a huge loss to the Notre Dame community. I sympathize with family and friends as they endure John Rita’s trial and imagine that the Notre Dame community feels the same.

However, I disagree with providing students with information on where we can find out the time and room assign-

ment of the trial. Anyone who honestly belongs at that trial already knows when and where it will be held. Due to the serious consequence of Rita’s alleged actions and its impact on the student body, extending an invitation to observe the trial suggests that they attend in order to support the conviction of John Rita.

Is it really necessary or in good Catholic character to invite random students to observe the trial and anxiously await the conviction of John Rita? I think not.

CAROLYN CHAPUT
Senior
Farley Hall

Election ’94: Vote for substance, not slick consultant packaging

With all due respect to the fine theology and philosophy professors who read this newspaper, I can name one thing which proves, beyond a shadow of a doubt, the existence of a just and benevolent God.

• The miracle of watching a birth.
• My pair of tickets to the Notre Dame-Florida State game this Saturday, and
• The election season finally (and quite mercifully) over today

Notre Dame is one of the few campuses in this country that draws a lot of students from all regions of the country, so you can talk about political races in every corner of this great nation, from the North vs. Robb no-holds-barred wrestling match in Virginia to the Prop 187 debate in California, where Gov. Wilson is looking to sound a little too much like Bob Geldof’s dictator character in “The Wall.”

Some of the modern paparazzi of absentee ballots, today many members of the Notre Dame family will cast ballots in many different races. Some will have been looking forward to the available choices and will make a decision after carefully weighing all the factors involved.

Unfortunately, many others will vote based on the slick, unsubstantial commercials and campaign promises.

I should know. God help me, but I helped put out a brochure detailing how much experience the two candidates had. Nothing so shocking about that. Our client had 20 years of legal experience on his desk, a well known and respected law firm, and our client had 20 years of legal experience on his desk, a well known and respected law firm. Our client is a Hispanic man. His opponent is a black woman.

There is absolutely no secret that these candidates are not well known in the Hispanic community. That’s all for now. I have to get to the polls.

Paul Pearson ’93 is a former Observer news writer who currently works for a trilingual newspaper in Tampa, Florida. He can be reached through e-mail at “paulp4112@boll.com.”
Women's issues played out in music

Greenstein addresses ‘Images of Women’ through folk music

By PATTI CARSON

She has performed in over 20 states and six foreign countries, including the UK, Holland, Denmark, France, Japan, and Mexico. She has become quite popular on the college circuit, performing on over 40 campuses annually. She has been nominated for Best Female Entertainer by Campus Activities Today. She is the multi-talented singer and songwriter Robin Greenstein and the Student Union Board (SUB) brings her to campus tonight at 8 p.m. in the LaFortune Ballroom.

In her concert-lecture entitled “Images of Women in Folk Music,” Greenstein examines society’s attitudes toward women as well as women’s feelings about their own lives as expressed in Anglo-American and Afro-American folk song.

After briefly discussing the oral folk process, Greenstein examines the basic issues of love and fidelity, loyalty and independence. She examines these critical issues in a wide variety of traditional music played and sung on banjo and guitar.

“Her emotionally charged lyrics offer sharp observations about the ways in which communication between people often breaks down. Her descriptions of people in conflict are told with poignancy and a sense of humor. Some songs are sad, others introspective, some lighthearted, but they have one thing in common—a way of reaching out to people and touching them deeply,” reports Variety Magazine.

Greenboro College in North Carolina reported, “Robin elicits the most audience participation we have had with a coffee house performer this year. Her original material is excellent.”

She has an extensive music history. Greenstein has practiced classical and acoustic guitar since she was eleven years old, because she feels that the guitar is the most versatile instrument. She has been playing the banjo since age 18.

Greenstein earned her bachelor’s degree in music from State University of New York, Stony Brook, and studied for a year at Trinity College of Music and King’s College in London. She got her start in New York City when she signed a song writing/publishing deal with Bob Dylan’s company, and has been performing professionally for about 15 years.

Greenstein also held odd jobs to make extra money, such as caterer for the movie set of Big starring Tom Hanks. Her debut album, Slow Burn, was released in Europe on the record label of Bob Brook, and studied for a year at Trinity College of Music and King’s College in London. She got her start in New York City when she signed a song writing/publishing deal with Bob Dylan’s company, and has been performing professionally for about 15 years.

Greenstein also held odd jobs to make extra money, such as catering for the movie set of Big with actor Tom Hanks. Her concert-lecture entitled “Images of Women in Folk Music” was released in Europe on the record label of Bob Brook, and studied for a year at Trinity College of Music and King’s College in London. She got her start in New York City when she signed a song writing/publishing deal with Bob Dylan’s company, and has been performing professionally for about 15 years.

Greenstein earned her bachelor’s degree in music from State University of New York, Stony Brook, and studied for a year at Trinity College of Music and King’s College in London. She got her start in New York City when she signed a song writing/publishing deal with Bob Dylan’s company, and has been performing professionally for about 15 years.

Richard Keenan, who has performed with Fiddler on the Roof, said, “Robin is a very special artist. Her original music resonates with people across the globe.”

Greenstein’s concert-lecture cuts across many academic lines, including women’s studies, sociology, psychology, musicology, and more. According to SUB Cultural Arts Commissioner Holly Campbell. “It is a concert that will delight and inspire, and we hope to see you and your students there,” Campbell added.

Greenstein’s performance is at 8 p.m. and not 7:30 p.m. as printed on some campus flyers.

Clues about combatting the common cold

By RYAN GRABOW

We all have little bits of medical advice that we believe in. These have been quoted to us by our parents or our roommates and friends. We hold them in high regard, never questioning their truth. Some of them are true, but many are not. With cold season just beginning, here are some “old wives tales” that may be of interest to us all!

• Cold weather or cold drafts cause colds

This is probably the most commonly believed piece of medical folklore that is actually false. The only link between cold weather and colds is that continued exposure to cold, dry air can dry out a person’s mucous membranes thus making them more susceptible to catching a cold; however, the virus must be present for this to occur. Going from a warm environment to a cold environment can cause a condition called vasomotor rhinitis, in which the blood vessels in the nose swell causing a runny nose, however, once inside a warm environment again, the condition quickly disappears.

• Smokers are more likely than non-smokers to catch a cold

Unfortunately for those who smoke here is one more reason to quit. Cold viruses enter the body through the nasal mucous membranes. Since the chemicals contained in tobacco smoke alter the consistency of the mucous, it is easier for cold viruses to implant and infect the person. In addition, the smoke in tobacco smoke slow the beating of the cilia (tiny hairs) that beat back debris and forth to keep debris and microbes out of the nose. If the cilia are affected, it is more difficult for them to remove virus holding debris.

• Kissing spreads colds

It is highly unlikely to spread a cold through kissing. Some viruses such as herpes, the mumps, and mono can be transmitted orally, however, the virus that causes the common cold does not live well in the mouth where the temperature is lower than in the nasal passages. The primary entry sites of cold viruses are the nose and eyes.

• Taking Vitamin C every day prevents colds

There is no evidence whatsoever that Vitamin C will help prevent colds. Some studies, however, have shown that Vitamin C does lessen the severity of symptoms and the length of time one suffers from a cold. (Be careful - too much Vitamin C can cause stomach and intestinal irritation resulting in symptoms just as unpleasant as those due to a cold, i.e. “the runs.”)

• Chicken soup cures a cold

It will probably come as a surprise to many of you, but chicken soup is actually endorsed by the FDA as being “as good as anything else in relieving the symptoms of a cold”. No study has shown chicken soup can actually cure a cold, but it does seem to help relieve stuffy nasal passages and soothe a sore throat. Interestingly enough, some studies have shown that breathing in the vapor of steamy chicken soup works better than plain steamy water in relieving congestion. The reason for chicken soup’s success still remains a mystery. Whatever the reasons for its effectiveness, mom knew what she was doing.

Hopefully some of these "old wives tales" will help those of you suffering from a cold to breathe a little easier tonight, while you eat some chicken soup and enjoy a nice glass of orange juice.

Columnist’s Note: Medical Minute is intended to address common health topics pertinent to the lives of Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s students. Its purpose is to present useful medical information in an entertaining, informative, and non-judgmental format. If you have a medical question you would like answered, please e-mail your request to (Ryan.Grabow.1@nd.edu) or send your questions via campus mail to Ryan Grabow 209 Keenan Hall. Good Luck and Stay Healthy!
Spa r ta ns want bowl bid

By J E P H H O L S T E Y

EAST LANSING, Mich. — The moon and several planets are due to be in a perfect alignment, yet Coach George Perles hinted Monday that his 4-5 Michigan State team could still land a bowl bid.

"I have a feeling that it would be a situation that was right now. Lots of feeling," Perles said at his weekly media luncheon.

Perles emphasized that he and the school would not have a romantic relationship with all the bowls. He added that we have to do our part.

The record book backs up Perles. He guided the Spartans to seven bowl games and three of those bowl trips were made with teams by six victories. "That includes last year's 6-5 team, which fell 17-2 to Louisville in the Sugar Bowl."

The Spartans downed Northwestern last weekend, 35-21, to even their Big Ten record at 1-3. This Saturday, they play host to Purdue (4-3 over the past 2-2 in Big Ten). Then after a week off, Michigan State visits Penn State (2-5-1) on Monday night. Perles didn't sound like he was close to losing his job. He said he reflected a reporter's question about whether the Purdue game meant more to him because it might be his last at Spartan Stadium.

"No, they all count," he said. "Just counting his man." Then he added with a smile: "I know what you're talking about."

"We're a week or two early to be talking about that," he said. "I've got tunnel vision in getting ready for game after game. I've trained myself that way."

If the Spartans end up with six victories, Perles and his bowl team that would put a new spin on the controversy surrounding Perles and his future at Michigan State. Last winter, insiders, such as University President M. Peter McPherson said Perles had to have an "outstanding" season this year after a losing season, followed by last year's 6-5 mark.

Then last month, the chairman of the school's trustees, Joel Ferguson, said a 6-5 season would be enough to land Penn State wouldn't qualify as outstanding. He predicted the Perles era was over at Michigan State.

"He just gave me a little more time on the court the last two games," said Perles, referring to bowl coach Phil Jackson. "I hope I'm still here next year even with a losing record."

"If I'm sure that I'm going to play don't care," he said.

But if you come off the bench, play five minutes and go back to the bench, you start to think, "When am I going to play in again?" It's tough for any player."
Women's
continued from page 16
Off Campus 18, Walsh 6
Outlined against the white mesh of the Loftus nets, Off Campus rolled again. On Sunday, the victim of their offensive onslaught was Walsh, C/31.

On their opening drive, OC marched sixty yards en route to their first of three touchdowns, dissecting Walsh's defense with a run one play and a pass the next. With the Walsh defense guessing run or pass, Off Campus continued their balanced attack which proved effective all day.

Quarterback Kelly Guerin turned in a stellar performance, as she passed for two touchdowns and ran the third in on a bootleg. This success came even after two weeks without a full practice.

"We had a practice this week, but only a few people could show up so we ended up playing a pick up game," Guerin said.

On the big plays when needed. In the fourth quarter, junior running back Patrice Vassallo had Lewis fans hoping for a victory, but the Chickens were unable to score before time ran out.

The excitement continued during overtime. On Lewis' first play at first and goal, Bridget Noonan executed the biggest defensive play of the game with an interception just short of the endzone.

According to interhall rules, Pangborn was then awarded the ball on Lewis' ten yard line with another first and goal. On the second play, quarterback M.T. Kraft ran a bootleg right only to find herself in a corner-back blitz. She tossed the ball to Jessica Maier who bobbled it and didn't really know what to do to score," O'Cain said.

Victory, but the Chickens were unable to score before time ran out.

In the fourth quarter, junior running back Patrice Vassallo had Lewis fans hoping for a victory, but the Chickens were unable to score before time ran out.

The excitement continued during overtime. On Lewis' first play at first and goal, Bridget Noonan executed the biggest defensive play of the game with an interception just short of the endzone.

According to interhall rules, Pangborn was then awarded the ball on Lewis' ten yard line with another first and goal. On the second play, quarterback M.T. Kraft ran a bootleg right only to find herself in a corner-back blitz. She tossed the ball to Jessica Maier who bobbled it and didn't really know what to do to score," O'Cain said.

"We were really confused, and didn't really know what to do to score," O'Cain said.

Lyons' offense did figure out what to do to score. Jenny Layden ran in the first touchdown early in the first half. A short pass to Cathy Tschanz brought the score to 7-0.

Later, the biggest offensive play of the game would also be attributed to Layden. Lynx found itself at first and forty because of penalties, and a long, long pass found Layden wide open down field.

Quarterback Julie Byrd had good protection from the offensive line. She was able to hit Amanda Gast for the second and final touchdowns. The extra point attempt was unsuccessful.

Byrd was very optimistic about her team's chances to bring home the championship.

"We're going to work on our execution and clean up a little offense as player of the week," Byrd said.

With continued strong defense and increased offensive efforts, the Lyons squad will undoubtedly go far in the playoffs this year.

Pangborn 6, Lewis 0

Again, it was the battle of the defenses Sunday night as Pangborn defeated Lewis in overtime. Both teams consistently prevented first down conversions and pulled through

SOPHOMORES!!!
Get Involved:

Sign up to be a member of the Sophomore Committee for this year's JPW!!

Sign up at LaFortune Info desk or call Regis at x2695.

Deadline Fri., Nov. 11
The Dallas Cowboys didn't get caught looking ahead to San Francisco. In fact, the New York Giants caught them in a fighting mood.

Emmitt Smith rushed for 163 yards and scored twice and Troy Aikman threw a touchdown pass and ran for another Monday night as the Cowboys won 38-10.

The two-time Super Bowl champions improved to 8-1, best in the NFL, with their 12th straight victory over an NFC East opponent.

The victory may have been a costly one for the Cowboys. Wide receiver Alvin Harper sprained his left knee just before the teams scuffled heading to the locker rooms for halftime, and owner Jerry Jones said the injury "didn't look good."

"It could be a tear and we're worried about him being out for the year," Jones said in the press box during the game. "The way the doctors were talking, I didn't like the way it sounded."

Dallas plays at San Francisco (7-2) next Sunday in an important game for playoff home-field advantage. But the Cowboys apparently weren't thinking about San Francisco as they handed the Giants (3-6) their sixth consecutive loss.

It was the first time the Giants had lost six straight games since 1980 under Ray Perkins. Dallas, which has won five consecutive times against New York, hadn't beaten the Giants this badly since a 52-7 romp in 1966.

Aikman and Smith took the Cowboys 95 yards in 10 plays for a 7-0 lead early in the first quarter. Smith ground out 58 yards on the drive, and Aikman finished it with a 17-yard pass to Michael Irvin and a 22-yard touchdown strike to Harper, who beat rookie Thomas Hambright.

Dallas traveled 80 yards in 13 plays for a second touchdown in the second quarter, highlighted by passes of 22 and 13 yards to fullback Daryl Johnston. The second completion put Dallas on the New York 6 and Smith scored from the 1. Smith joined Jim Brown as the only second player in NFL history to score 10 touchdowns in a season in his first five years.

Dallas turned the game into a rout in the third period with Smith scoring on a 1-yard run after a 36-yard Aikman-to-Irvin pass. Smith rushed a franchise-high 35 times.

Later, Smith ran 28 yards, Aikman completed a 22-yard pass to Kevin Williams and Aikman scrambled 3 yards for a touchdown, his first since 1992.

Johnston bulled 9 yards for a touchdown after Dixon Edwards recovered Dave Brown's fumble. Brown completed only 4-of-17 passes for 56 yards before he was replaced by Kent Graham, whose first pass was intercepted.

The Giants got their only touchdown late in the fourth quarter on a 9-yard pass from Graham to Howard Cross.

Aikman completed 19-of-24 passes for 241 yards before Rodney Peete took over in the fourth period.

Smith, seeking a fourth consecutive rushing title, has 911 yards, 171 behind Detroit's Barry Sanders.

The first half ended on a bizarre play when Harper and Giants defensive back Titus Wooten went down in a tangle in the end zone on a long Hail Mary pass. Harper injured his left knee on the play, missed the second half and will undergo an MRI on Tuesday.

After the play, Irvin and Jarvis Williams of the Giants exchanged swings as more players gathered around. No commotions were done as both teams pushed and shoved their way to their separate dressing rooms, scattering cheerleaders and halftime performers.
Zahm kicker steps up to challenge

By NEIL ZENDER

The fans’ support doesn’t always make the game easier. Trailing 6-0, Zahm had driven 65 yards in 12 plays. Quarterback Benji Hammond scrambled four yards for a touchdown to tie Keenan with two minutes remaining in the fourth quarter. But all was almost for naught.

The Zahm fans almost snatched defeat from the jaws of victory. After Hammond’s score, a wild touchdown to tie Keenan with 14-14, they heard the words “Free fourth quarter.”

But, on fourth and four, Matt Bessette connected with Colin Tullis for an eleven yard touchdown. However, Josh Tullis’ missed extra point would come back to haunt the Knights.

Ritters’ touchdown was the first time this year that anyone had scored against Zahm’s stifling defense. Keenan Captain Rob Rolf is proud of Keenan’s season.

“Tied 1-1, it’s a heck of a lot better than we did early in the year.”

But Wignot converted the kick without flinching, and the second thought he could miss it.

Until the third quarter, the game was a scoreless battle. Then, with a second and ten at the Keenan 13, the Knights’ Ben Mitchel blasted outside and rumbled 76 yards to the Zahm 11. Keenan almost stalled there. But, on fourth and four, Matt Bessette connected with Colin Tullis for an eleven yard touchdown. However, Josh Tullis’ missed extra point would come back to haunt the Knights.

But Wignot converted the kick without flinching, and the second thought he could miss it.

The offense finally came through. We finally put together a complete drive. In the past we’d have a few plays here and there that would go well, and then we’d commit a penalty or turn the ball over.”

TheObserver/Tom Roland

Stanford safety Charlie Alger picked off two passes for the Studs.
Notre Dame fencing returns to action in U. Chicago Invitational

By JOE VILLINSKI
Sports Writer

For the Notre Dame fencing team, this past Saturday might not have begun with a flourish, but it sure ended with one. As the team loaded onto a bus early Saturday morning to journey to Chicago for the University of Chicago Invitational, the bus did not start. Men's head coach Mike DeCicco worked quickly to get the team some form of transportation. Eventually three different vehicles were located to transport the team to the windy city.

"I would like to thank Bubba Cunningham (assistant director of athletics) and Marty Ogren (transportation manager) for doing an excellent job in getting us to Chicago," DeCicco said. "And are they ever glad they made the trip. Despite the auspicious beginning, the defending national champions picked up where they finished last season, with the first three Irish teams finishing in the top three. The first and second teams placed one and two, respectively, while the third Irish team tied with Wayne State's No. 1 team for third place. The No. 4 and No. 5 Irish teams finished eighth and ninth, respectively. "We were uncertain about some of the talent we had and the invitational helped us gauge some of the talent we had," DeCicco said. "I saw some very good things on Saturday." Coach DeCicco was able to see these things since the format of the tournament allowed for the Notre Dame teams to square off against each other. For example, in the semifinals the Irish's No. 1 and No. 3 teams fenced each other. The No. 1 team held a commanding 20-5 lead heading into sabre. However, sophomore Jeff Wargow made the bout exciting by reeling off thirteen touches against sabre captain Chris Hajnik before the captain was able to close the bout 25-18.

"The way this tournament runs, you don't have to know a lot about fencing to get excited," DeCicco added. Nevertheless, Hajnik rebounded in the championship match by defeating sophomore Jeremy Siek 5-1, capturing the title for the No. 1 team, 25-11. Along with Hajnik on that team were Rakesh Patel and Stan Brummer at epee and foil respectively. Junior fencers Maria Panyi and epeeist Claudette De Bruin only allowed five touches against them the whole day. "Right now I feel that our men's and women's foil teams are two of the premier teams in the country," DeCicco commented. As for the other three teams, Coach DeCicco saw promise as well. The men's epee team got a big boost from underclassmen Carl Jackson, Brian Stone, and Brice Dille. "Since Patel was our only returning starter I was a little concerned," DeCicco said. "However, my concerns were eased on Saturday." Both the women's sabre and epee teams also showed flashes of brilliance Saturday under pressure situations. "Some young people gained valuable experience," DeCicco said. The defending champs will not fence again until the middle of January. Until then, the Irish will scrimmage to ready themselves for the heart of the season. "Our objective from now to break is to do some inter-squad bouts to get some of our younger players more experience," DeCicco said.

ACE
Alliance for Catholic Education

WINTER COMIN'? HEAD SOUTH WITH ACE!
Be a teacher and discover:
- Professional teacher training
- Community life
- Spiritual development

Informational meeting:
Wednesday, November 9th, 7:00 pm in the LaFortune Ballroom. Any Questions? Call Sean McGraw at 631-7052.

Faster, bigger and outperforming the competition.

kinko's the copy center
2202-C South Bend Ave.
Greenwood Plaza
271-0398
109 E. Jefferson
Jefferson Centre
234-9709

NCAA WOMEN'S SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP
at the UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
SATURDAY, NOV. 12 - REGIONAL SEMIFINAL
1 p.m. • TBA vs. William & Mary
3:30 p.m. • TBA vs. NOTRE DAME
SUNDAY, NOV. 13 - REGIONAL FINAL
2 p.m • Winners of Saturday's Games
FOUR FOOD GROUPS OF THE APOCALYPSE  DAVE KELLETT
THE FAR SIDE  GARY LARSON

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. Memo, I love a "lass".
2. Flowing crow
3. Nickname for Barbara
4. Whip
5. Something to delight
6. Tennis score
7. Dickens classic
8. Neighborhood
9. Not fresh, as said
21. Cry "Arsenic and Old Lace"
22. Goes out in a card game
24. Milan subject
25. Ships' cranes
27. Pipa type
28. Pieces's follower
29. Use the Oslerian
31. Hauler's truck
32. Shaw classic
36. "— my case!"
37. Game of song
39. Printer pack animals
40. O.T. book
41. Ripley's reading
42. He-man's display
43. Glam
46. Mona Lisa
47. Conductor
48. Director
49. Picture show
50. Immigrant's giveaway
51. Maker's mark
52. The Dambosino
53. Words of understanding
54. Seed
55. Horse code
56. The strongman's contest
57. "Good..." (recent response)
58. Maker's mark
59. The Dambosino
60. Words of understanding
61. Seed
62. Horse code
63. The strongman's contest

DOWN
1. Fries's robes
2. Ice cream treat
3. Cruising
4. More like last fetched dog stored
5. Allen and Friends
6. Jeremy of stage and screen
7. Pain in the parts
8. Attitude: Altero
9. Jilt, angrily
10. Market
11. Decorate
12. Handy: to show of self-restraint
13. Villain's book
14. Opposite of a suit
15. Boss of bosses
16. Adjunct for Alexander
17. O.T.
18. Countermanship, in Morse code
19. Neighborhood
20. Pharmaceutical's consumer
21. "Ach..."
22.生了 maus
23. Most wise
24. Immigrant's giveaway
25. Rice
26. Rice
27. Toll roads
28. "Ach..."
29. "Ach..."
30. "Ach..."
31. "Ach..."
32. "Ach..."
33. "Ach..."
34. "Ach..."
35. "Ach..."
36. "Ach..."
37. "Ach..."
38. "Ach..."
39. "Ach..."
40. "Ach..."
41. "Ach..."
42. "Ach..."
43. "Ach..."
44. "Ach..."
45. "Ach..."
46. "Ach..."
47. "Ach..."
48. "Ach..."
49. "Ach..."
50. "Ach..."
51. "Ach..."
52. "Ach..."
53. "Ach..."
54. "Ach..."
55. "Ach..."
56. "Ach..."
57. "Ach..."
58. "Ach..."
59. "Ach..."
60. "Ach..."
61. "Ach..."
62. "Ach..."
63. "Ach..."

Get answers to any three clues by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-5656 (75¢ each minute).

Please, Recycle
The Observer

INTRAMURAL DEADLINES

NOVEMBER 10
IH Basketball - Men & Women
Grad / Faculty / Staff Basketball
IH Hockey

NOVEMBER 17
Campus Squash
Campus Table Tennis - Singles
Co-Rec Wallyball

Sign up in the RecSports Office, JACC. Captain's Meetings will be held for all Team Activities.

631-6100

Of Interest
Fireside Chat: "Peace in the Middle East? The Palestinian Experience" at 12:15 p.m. on Wednesday, November 8, in the Notre Dame Room, LaFortune. Lunch Provided.

Seniors-Volunteer in Guatemala or Honduras. There will be a representative here from FARM OF THE CHILD on Tuesday, November 8 from 1-4 p.m. in the Library. There is a general information session at the CSC at 4:30 p.m. Opportunities include teaching, caring for orphans and health care.

Franch Food and Families "Feast of Fatima" will be presented by The University of Notre Dame International Study Program of Auges, France, with Professor Paul McDowell today at 6:30 p.m. in 115 O'Shaughnessy. Returning students will be on hand to answer questions.

"El Norte" will be shown on November 8 at 7 p.m. in the Hesburgh Center Auditorium as a part of the War and Peace Film Series. The film is about a young Guatemalan brother and sister who flee to the U.S. during a violent civil conflict.

Board of Trustees Report Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Student Government Office. Please attend and share your input on how Notre Dame can improve financial aid.

Menu
Notre Dame
South Dining Hall
North Dining Hall
Chicken Strips Meatball
Turkey & Stuffing
Grilled Sole
Vegetable Quiche

Saint Mary's
Fried Chicken
Beef Pot Pie
Vegetarian Quiche

Please, Recycle
The Observer
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Upstart Flanner knocks off top-seed 7-6

By TODD RUTH
Sports Writer

In a supposedly mismatched game, top seeded Carroll was downed by 8th seed Flanner in the first game of the playoffs last Sunday.

It was close the whole way with both defenses coming up big on third down plays to keep the game scoreless through the third quarter. But late in the fourth, Flanner took control on offense, totaling 56 yards on their running session, Carroll compiled eighteen swervs. On their very next possession, a receiver screen for twenty yards on the ground, mixed in with a receiver screen for twenty more yards.

A costly unsportsmanlike penalty on the screen play gave the Vermin fifteen additional yards, landing them on the Flanner fifteen yard line. Needing a touch-down to stay alive in the game and in the playoffs, Carroll stunned Flanner with a fifteen yard pass play that brought them to the endzone for six.

Down by one, the Carroll extra-point snap was mishandled, leaving the Gamecocks on top 7-6. Each team tried to open up a passing game early on, but ended up amassing the majority of their yardage on the ground. Of the 98 yards Carroll gained, 56 of them came on the ground. Flanner totaled 134 yards on the day, 94 of which came from the run.

For the halftime entertainment, several band members braved the frigid weather to perform "Call Me Al," and to root on Flanner.

Off-Campus 20, Alumni 0

After being held to three and out on their first possession, Off-Campus came storming back with a touchdown drive to put them in the lead 7-0. It took Off-Campus a mere eight plays to total 63 yards, with the score coming on Chris Hammond’s three yard option run. Off-Campus never let up on Alumni, holding the Dawgs to a total of seven plays in the entire first half.

While focusing their attention on getting their offense in line, Off-Campus evened out their offense to score again on seven plays totaling 93 yards. Coming out of halftime with a comfortable 14-point lead for Off-Campus, the Crime was looking for more in the second half. On their first possession, Off-Campus came out and ran the ball for 30 yards then passed for another 25 yards, setting up a two yard pass to increase their lead 20-0.

As for Alumni, the second half didn’t fare too well for them at all. Snapping off eight plays for a total of twenty-one yards and two fumbles, Alumni just couldn’t get together their composure to come in reach of even a field goal.

No. 1 Siegfried survives by Breen-Phillips in overtime

By JACK MACLEOD
Sports Writer

It seemed the ambivalence was on the field more than the teams as five players left the game with serious injuries in a 6-0 Siegfried win over Breen-Phillips that should have been postponed due to a lack of available doctors at South Bend’s Memorial Hospital.

As the astroturf of Mayo Field claimed each of its victims, the delays of the game increased. The players lost intensity and grew weary, even hungry because the game was so frequently interrupted. At the end of regulation, the score was Astroturf 5, Siegfried 0, and 80’.

Then came the overtime—each team getting four plays from ten yards out. The Blitz got the ball first, and were shut down by a Slammer defense which had previously posted two goal line stands in regulation. That left all the pressure on BP’s defense.

On Siegfried’s second play, quarterback Marcel McNeill found receiver Erin Ippolito wide open in the endzone for the game winning score. Earlier in the game, the Slammers’ Margaret Zimmer-man had suffered a serious knee injury. "We were all pretty upset about Margaret’s injury," Ippolito said. "But we all just picked it up a bit. Marcel just made a great throw, and I was there to make the catch."

No. 1 Siegfried survives by Breen-Phillips in overtime

DALLAS DEFEATS GIANTS

Smith, Aikman and the Cowboys too much for New York, losers of their last six games, in Monday Night Football NFC action, with a lopsided 38-10 win.

Fighting Irish Fencing team relishes victory after convincing wins at the University of Chicago Invitational Tournament.